Arundel High School

AM Drop Off Traffic Flow & Tips





Must follow pre-determined traffic patterns and follow directions of the traffic duty employee.
Drivers need to obey “rules of the road” on AHS campus.
At times it may be necessary for a traffic duty employee to address a driver and ask them to move their vehicle.
Please be compliant without argument.
 The following areas are off limits for drop offs: Gym (F) parking lot, cross walk by exit of visitor/administration
parking lot, and visitor/administration parking lot.
Only parents entering the building or dropping off
students needing ramp access due to crutches or wheelchair should be entering A-lot before school.
 When you leave stadium (G) lot, you cannot go back down to the middle school. You must exit back out to the
main entrance onto Rt. 175.
 Keep in mind that when buses drop students off they will sometimes block the exit of the stadium lot. You will
need to wait.
 Please have students exit your vehicle as soon as you are close to the Science wing sidewalk. Do not wait until
you are right in front of the door as that slows down the exit out of the lot.
 When exiting stadium (G) lot, you may not make a right into the bus loop.
 7 a.m. – 7:15 a.m. is the heavy a.m. traffic times.

Arundel High School

PM Pick Up Traffic Flow & Tips









Must follow pre-determined traffic patterns and follow directions of the traffic duty employee.
Drivers need to obey “rules of the road” on AHS campus.
At times it may be necessary for a traffic duty employee to address a driver and ask them to move their vehicle.
Please be compliant without argument.
Do not begin lining up cars in the administration/visitor lot UNTIL 1:45 p.m. There are staff & visitors who
cannot get out to go to meetings, appointments, etc. because they are blocked in.
Buses & vehicles will be released in the following order: ❶ Buses, ❷ Administration/Visitor Lot, ❸ G lot, ❹
Student drivers
When exiting stadium (G) lot, you may not make a right into the bus loop.
1:30 – 2:10 p.m. is the heavy p.m. traffic times. – Beginning at 1:30 p.m. you may NOT be able to exit any of
the lots due to buses or cars lining up for dismissal (as you can see by the picture above).

